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Up front advertisement

I and other mathematical biologists around Australia are always
interested in PhD students.

If you’re interested, I can talk to you about opportunities here, or
put you in touch with others.



Context/Background

disclaimer: I am not an expert on current Coronavirus (and had
little/nothing to do with most outbreaks mentioned below)

I 2001-2006 Masters/PhD in UK (fluid dynamics)
+ Summer student at Los Alamos (disease modeling) .
I 2001 Foot and Mouth Epidemic,
I 2003 SARS epidemic

I 2006–2011 Postdocs: Los Alamos, UBC CDC, Harvard School
of Public Health
I 2009 H1N1 Pandemic Influenza

I 2012–2016 Penn State, Monash
I 2014-2015 Ebola epidemic

I 2016–2019 Institute for Disease Modelling
I Measles, another Ebola

I 2019–Present La Trobe University
I 2019-2020 Coronavirus — .

Many other small outbreaks have occurred in this time.
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Zoonoses

Lloyd-Smith et al Epidemic dy-
namics at the human-animal in-
terface



Stages of Outbreak

I Containment
Can we keep the disease localized and eliminate new pockets
of infection?

I Delay
Can we keep it out until we have
I Vaccine?
I Increased hospital capacity?
I More knowledge?

I Mitigation Can we reduce
I The total number affected?
I The peak prevalence?
I Impact on high-risk groups?

Common Problem in all stages:
Incomplete data and urgent policy choices.
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Basic Mathematical Model

Set S , I , and R to be the susceptible, infected, and recovered
fractions.

βIS γI

S I R

d

dt
S = −βIS

d

dt
I = βIS − γI

d

dt
R = γI

Note — early exponential growth: d
dt I = (βS − γ)I ≈ (β − γ)I .
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Topics for this talk

I How many Infected?

I Case Fatality Ratio?

I Asymptomatic Transmission?

I How will newly introduced clusters behave?

I Impact of one-off interventions?

I Not going to touch travel restrictions. . .



How many infections?

I One of the most critical things to know early on is how many
cases have there been.

I The local health system is probably overwhelmed
I Not testing mild cases.
I Too busy treating cases to report data.
I May not have the capacity to perform tests



Counting Exported Cases (H1N1)

Total number infected ≈ (Population size) ∗ (per-person risk)
Estimate per-person risk from people who travel.

Lipsitch et al 2009
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Counting Exported Cases (nCoV)



Case Fatality Ratio

From The Conversation:

and in another article:
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Potential Bias
Potential Biases in Estimating Absolute and Relative
Case-Fatality Risks during Outbreaks – Lipsitch et al
I We may underestimate total number of cases (because less

severe cases missed)
I We may underestimate eventual number of deaths (because

some current infected individuals will die).
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What does our model say?

βIS

γ1I

γ2I
S I

R

D

Case fatality rate: γ2
γ1+γ2
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What makes a disease controllable?

Factors that make an infectious disease outbreak controllable
C. Fraser et al



Basic model

The number R0 is the average number of infections caused by an
infected individual.

I If R0 < 1, epidemics are impossible.

I If a proportion θ of these occur before symptom onset, then
completely effective targeting of symptomatic people could
reduce the average number of infections to R0θ.
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Early behavior of new clusters

Once the disease is spreading in one location there will be
travel-related spread.

I How likely is a new cluster to go extinct (on its own)?

I If it doesn’t go extinct, what happens?

I Let’s assume an infected individual transmits to k individuals
with probability pk (the offspring distribution).



Extinction Probability

(assuming the same offspring distribution for all individuals).

u

α
α

α
α α

α = P(offspring doesn’t lead to an epidemic)

Probability a random index case that causes k infections does not
start an epidemic is

α =
∑
k

P(k)

αk

= ψ(α) where ψ(x) =
∑
k

P(k)xk

We can calculate α iteratively by solving αg1 = ψ(αg ) starting
from α0 = 0.
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Very Early Growth

I The average growth rate per generation from introduced cases
is R0. So generation g should have Rg

0 cases on average.

I Yet we’ve seen that the extinction probability is α.

I The non-extinct outbreaks must get all of the missing cases.

I So setting the average size of non-extinct outbreaks to X , we
find α · 0 + (1− α)X = Rg

0 .

X=
Rg

0

1− α
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One-shot interventions

Imagine we have an intervention (say a school closing) which is too
expensive to maintain long-term. We have one chance to
implement it.
Should we use it as soon as there are any cases?



One-shot interventions

This corresponds to a temporary reduction in β:

d

dt
S = −βIS

d

dt
I = βIS − γI

d

dt
R = γI



sample solutions

So if the disease is later reintroduced intervening too early won’t
accomplish anything except delay the peak. But intervening too
late also won’t accomplish anything.
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Discussion

Hopefully I’ve given a taste of some common questions that policy
makers face when responding to an emerging epidemic, and how
mathematics can give insights.


